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Abstract
Diamond is nowadays regarded as a potential semiconductor material of the
future, due to its extreme and unique properties. Some of these properties, in-
clude its high hardness, highest breakdown field, high Debye temperature, high
thermal conductivity, high hole and electron mobilities, large bandgap and op-
tical transparency, among others. These properties make diamond suitable for
high-temperature, high-speed and high-power electronic applicatons, as well as
in other applications. However, defects associated with ion implantation have
been shown to make it rather difficult to obtain n-type doping in diamond. As
such, an understanding of the nature of defects produced during ion implanta-
tion of diamond remains a subject of great importance, if not essential, for the
optimization of high-temperature, high-power electronic applications in partic-
ular. In this respect, this study investigates the nature of the radiation damage
generated within the collision cascades of multi-implantations of carbon ions
in high-pressure, high-temperature single-crystal synthetic type Ib diamond,
spread over a range of energies (50-150keV) and doses. This is achieved by
means of the cold-implantation-rapid-annealing (CIRA) routine, and the anal-
ysis of damage caused was done by using cross sectional transmission electron
microscopy techniques. More precisely, the modes used to achieve this are the
bright field transmission electron microscopy (BFTEM) coupled with selected
area diffraction or SAD.
At low dose implantation or at sub-critical implantation doses (2.5x1015
ions/cm2), it was found that the ion-damaged diamond layer consists of some
threading dislocations, not homogeneously distributed which propagate from
the surface into the ion-damaged diamond.
In contrast to the sub-critical implantation doses , it was found that at very
high implantation doses (7.0x1015 ions/cm2), i.e., above the critical dose (where
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diamond transforms to graphite upon annealing), the damaged diamond layer
had some unconventional defect features close to the implanted surface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Diamond is regarded nowadays as a potential semiconductor of the future, due
to its extreme and unique properties. Some of these properties, include its high
hardness, highest breakdown field, high Debye temperature, high thermal con-
ductivity, high hole and electron mobilities, large bandgap and optical trans-
parency among others. These extreme and unique properties make diamond
suitable for high-temperature, high-speed and high-power electronic applica-
tons, as well as in other applications.
As far as diamond electronic applications are concerned, ion implantation
has been shown to be the preferred method for its doping because it offers both
spatial and depth control not achievable using diffusion or growth methods
[1]. However, ion implantation is a harsh, non-equilibrium method used to
insert atoms into a material [2], and it often introduces radiation damage in the
crystalline structure of diamond. The radiation effects due to ion implantation
have been shown by previous studies to be deleterious to the performance of
some materials [3].
1
2In spite of this, radiation damage has also been shown to have useful effects
on materials. In particular, it is known that it can be repaired, if the annealing
temperature and the damage level are kept below a critical value [4] but most
importantly, Vickerman [5] stresses that without damaging a surface, one can
not get any information from it.
In addition, defects associated with ion implantation have been shown to
be responsible for trapping in doped diamond and may be responsible for the
difficulty in obtaining n-type doping in diamond [4].
As such, an understanding of the nature of defects produced during ion
implantation of diamond remains a subject of great importance if not essential
for the optimization of high-temperature, high-power electronic applications.
Radiation damage in diamond for semiconducting applications has been
studied extensively over the last thirty years [2] and yet, as reported by Derry
et al. [6], unsolved problems including the origin and the nature of the deep
and ultra deep damage observed in certain cases, still remain.
Dresselhaus et al. [7] recommended in the early nineties, the use of cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) as an effective method of
revealing vacancy-rich and interstitial rich regions in the implantation-affected
volume but to our knowledge, this hasn’t been attempted yet. Also, Orwa et al.
[8] emphasized that while the macroscopic changes which occur in ion irradiated
diamond are known, the microscopic nature of the damage is not clear, partially
due to the absence of detailed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies
of ion-irradiated diamond.
It is important to mention that, although a lot of work involving radiation-
induced effects in diamond using various characterization techniques has been
carried out thus far, one can say that cross-section transmission electron mi-
croscopy hasn’t been exploited fully, partly due to the difficulties associated
with the cross-sectional TEM specimen preparation [7, 9] which requires great
3skills, stamina and a lot of patience.
The ion doses (low or high) at which ion implantation in diamond is per-
formed may lead to different kinds of damage which need further investigation.
Indeed, Spits et al. [10] highlighted that, owing to the fact that diamond is a
metastable form of carbon, there is a limit placed upon how much damage an
implanted layer can suffer before irreversible structural changes occur, which
in the extreme case (corresponding to very large implantation), may lead to
graphitization of the implanted layer. The critical dose at which this process
occurs is approximately 5.2x1015 ions/cm2 [10].
Kalish et al. [11] have studied the nature of damage in ion-implanted and
annealed diamond using Raman Spectroscopy. They reported that for low dose
implantations (which create damage below the critical dose), the diamond is
rich in point defects and anneals easily back to diamond, via some well-defined
defect states (most likely the split interstitial dumbbell). They also found that,
implantation to doses which creates damage in excess of the critical dose, results
in a fully amorphised, mostly sp2 bonded, material which converts to graphite
upon annealing.
This study investigates the nature of the radiation damage generated within
the collision cascades of multi-implantations of carbon ions in diamond spread
over a range of energies and doses by means of cold-implantation-rapid-annealing
(CIRA) routine using cross sectional transmission electron microscopy tech-
niques.
41.2 Dissertation Breakdown
The first chapter presents the motivation and the outline of this dissertation.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the theoretical background of this study. In this
chapter, attention is given particularly to theories related to energy-loss mech-
anisms and radiation damage in diamond. Chapter 3 outlines the experimental
techniques i.e. the equipment used and the specimen preparation techniques
are briefly discussed. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the results obtained from the
radiation damage in diamond while Chapter 5 is devoted to in-depth discussion
and conclusions.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
2.1 Layout of the Chapter
This chapter gives an overview of the theoretical background of this study.
The first section discusses some properties and characteristics of the two main
allotropes of carbon, which are diamond and graphite, with much emphasis
on diamond. The second section discusses the slowing down processes of ions
into diamond while the last section outlines the radiation damage in diamond,
stressing the most expected type in this study, namely, the line defects.
2.2 Diamond and Graphite
2.2.1 Crystallographic Structures
In pure natural diamond, carbon atoms are bound to four adjacent atoms placed
at the corners of a regular tetrahedron forming single σ bonds (0.154 nm), which
result in sp3- hybridized orbitals in the direction of the cube diagonals and the
bonds form equal angles of 109.4◦ to each other [12]. The diamond structure
can be viewed as two interpenetrating face-centred cubic structures displaced
by (1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
)a along the body diagonal as shown in figure 2.1, where a is the edge
length of the cubic unit cell and has a value of 3.567 A˚ [13].
5
6Figure 2.1: Face-centred cubic structure of diamond. (After ref [14]).
The different structures of diamond viewed from various directions are shown
in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The diamond structure seen along various directions. (After ref
[15]) The panel on the bottom left hand side shows the [111] direction, while
the top right hand side shows the [110] direction .
7Notice that the [110] direction (top right) offers wider channels than the
[111] direction (bottom left). The nearest-neighbour carbon-carbon distance
is 1.544A˚, nearly 10% larger than in graphite, yet the density of diamond
(1.77x1023cm−3) is 56% higher than in graphite, due to the higher anisotropy
of the graphite structure [7].
The diamond crystal, in contrast to graphite, is highly symmetric with a
cubic space group Fd3m - O7h [7]. Furthermore, diamond and graphite cleave
along {111} and {001} planes respectively [16]. There also exists a rare hexag-
onal form of diamond with space group D46h or P 63 / mmc, the same as for
graphite, but with different site locations [7].
8Graphite is composed of a series of stacked parallel planes shown schemati-
cally in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Crystal structure for graphite showing ABAB stacking sequence
and unit cell. (After ref [17]).
These (parallel planes) have the ABAB planar stacking arrangement as
shown in figure 2.3, and they have an in-plane nearest-neighbour distance of
0.141nm, a c-axis lattice constant of 0.6708 nm, and an interplanar distance of
0.335 nm [7, 17]). In addition, the graphite crystal is described by the D46h or
P 63 / mmc space group and has four atoms per unit cell [7].
92.2.2 Properties of Diamond and Graphite
Diamond is the metastable form of carbon, which converts to graphite under
annealing [18] while graphite is the thermodynamically stable form of carbon at
room temperature and pressure [19]. In addition, diamond is the hardest (least
deformable) material known at the moment with a value approximately double
that of cBN, which, in turn is twice as hard as the conventional abrasives [12].
Graphite is the stiffest material in nature meaning that it has the highest in-
plane elastic modulus [7]. Also, graphite is opaque while diamond is transparent
over a wide range of wavelengths [20].
Diamond is an indirect gap semiconductor, with a bandgap value of 5.48 eV
at 77K and 5.47 eV at 300K [18] while graphite can be, electrically, considered
as a semi-metal, that is a conductor in the basal (ab) plane and an insulator
along the c-axis [17] . Diamond is also completely resistant to all chemical
etchants at room temperature while graphite can be etched by some very ac-
tive boiling mixtures of acids (for example, 1:1:1 of HNO3; H2SO4; HClO4)
and therefore, this difference between graphite and diamond surfaces can be ex-
ploited to remove graphite from diamond [7]. Both diamond and graphite have
two principal crystallographic forms: ‘hexagonal’ and rhombohedral graphite;
and ‘hexagonal’ and ‘cubic’ diamond. The slight crystallographic differences
are the result of different sequences of layering in the crystal [21]. In each of the
hexagonal types of graphite and diamond the layering sequence is ABABAB
- ; that is the third layer of atoms exactly superposes the first layer while in
‘rhombohedral’ graphite and ‘cubic’ diamond the layering sequence is ABCABC
- ; that is the fourth layer exactly superposes the first layer [21]. Graphite con-
sists of carbon atoms bonded into hexagonal sheets (sp2-type bonding) with only
weak forces between the sheets, while by contrast, diamond displays fourfold
sp3-type bonding [20]. Diamond and graphite have similar standard enthalpies
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(the difference between them is only 2.9 kJmol−1), but the activation barrier be-
tween them is very large as shown in figure 2.4, giving the energy level diagram
for the transformation between graphite and diamond [22].
Figure 2.4: Energy level diagram for the transformation between graphite and
diamond. (After ref [23]).
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Some of the properties of graphite and diamond are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Some of the properties of graphite and diamond
Graphitea Diamond
Lattice Structure Hexagonal Cubic
Space group D46h or P 63 / mmc Fd3m - O
7
h
Cell constant at 298K [nm] 0.2462c/0.6708c 0.3567b
Density at 298K [g/cm3] 2.26c 3.515c
Carbon-carbon bond distance [nm] 0.141b 0.15445b
Effective Debye temperature at (293-1100)[K] 2500c/950c 1860±10b
Thermal conductivity at RT,Type IIa [W/m.K] 398b/2.2b 2000-2100b
Linear thermal expansion at RT [/K] -1x10−16c/+27x106 0.8x10−6b
Index of refraction at 546.1nm [nm] - / - 2.4237b
Resistivity (Type I and most Type IIa [Ω.m]) 2.5-5.0x10−6/3x10−3b 1018b
Dielectric constant at 300K 3.0c/5.0c 5.70±0.05b
Specific heat,Cp at 300K [J/mol.K] 8.033-8.635
b 6.125b
Electron mobility[cm2/V.s] 20000c/100c 2200b
Hole mobility[cm2/V.s] 15000c/90c 1600b
Atomic density[cm−3] 1.14x1023c 1.77x1023c
Band gap[eV] -0.04c 5.47c
Melting point[K] 4200c 4500c
Raman frequency[cm−1] 1582c 1332c
Hardness[GPa] - / - 98
Velocity of sound[cm/s] 2.63x105c/∼1×105 ∼1.96x105c
Ionization energy of B Acceptor[eV] - / - 0.37d
Ionization energy of N as Donor[eV] - / - 1.7d
Ionization energy of P as Donor[eV] - / - 0.59d
Breakdown field[V/cm] - / - 107c(highest)
aAnisotropic quantities are given first as the basal plane value, then the
normal to the basal plane value.
b[17],c[7],d[24].
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2.2.3 Phase Diagram of Carbon
Figure 2.5 shows a phase diagram for carbon, where, the solid lines represent
the equilibrium phases boundaries. Three major lines are worthy mentioning
here. These include:
• The boundary between the graphite and the diamond stable regions which
runs from 1.7 GPa/0K, to the graphite/diamond/liquid triple point at about
12 GPa/5000K, and this is the so-called Berman-Simon line (B-S line) [21, 25].
• The melting line of graphite extending from the graphite/ liquid/vapor
triple point at 0.011GPa/5000K to the graphite/ diamond/liquid triple point
[21].
• The diamond melting line that runs to high pressures and temperatures
above the triple point [21].
Figure 2.5: P,T phase diagram of carbon. (After ref [21]).
. Letters A,B,C,D,E,F and G show different regions within the phase diagram.
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The following deductions can be made from figure 2.5, as alluded to by
Bundy FP et al [21]:
• The commercial synthesis of diamond from graphite by catalysis is feasible
in the region A.
• Region B is the P/T threshold of very fast (less than 1ms) solid-solid
transformation of graphite to diamond.
•Region C is the P/T threshold of very fast transformation of diamond to
graphite.
• Region D is the region where single crystal hexagonal graphite transforms
to retrievable hexagonal-type diamond.
• Region E marks the upper ends of shock compression/ quench cycles that
convert hex-type graphite particles to hex-type diamond.
• Region F designates the upper ends of shock compression/ quench cycles
that convert hex-type graphite to cubic-type diamond.
• Region B-F-G indicates the threshold of fast P/T cycles that convert either
type of graphite or hexagonal diamond into cubic-type diamond.
• Region H-I-J denotes the path along which a single crystal hex-type
graphite compressed in the c-direction at room temperature loses some graphite
characteristics and acquires properties consistent with diamond-like polytype,
but reverses to graphite upon release of pressure.
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2.2.4 Classification of Diamond
Diamonds are categorized according to the form and the amount of the dominant
defects (nitrogen-N) that they contain. The N-containing diamonds are called
type I and the N-free (essentially) type II stones [15].
Type I diamonds are subclassified into type Ia and type Ib depending on the
aggregation of N atoms in the lattice [13]. Type Ia, which contains nitrogen in
non-paramagnetic aggregated form, is the most abundant type in nature [26].
Type IaA have N (nitrogen) in what is called the A-aggregate form, viz.,
in substitutional pairs [27]. Diamonds called type IaB have the nitrogen in a
highly symmetric form of 4N atoms surrounding a vacancy [28]. Also, nitrogen-
containing platelets (B’-defects) are known as IaB’ [29]; type IaB’ regular, be-
longs to diamonds with a quite high content of B’-defects; type IaB’ irregular,has
got a low content of B’-aggregates, while, type IaB without B’ defects comprises
type IaB diamonds not containing platelets [30, 31, 32].
Type Ib stones [18] contain nitrogen mostly in single substitutional, param-
agnetic form and they are very rare (∼ 0.1%) in nature, but most high-pressure,
high-temperature (HPHT) and many chemical vapor deposition (CVD) dia-
mond are mainly of this type. The appearance of type Ib diamond is usually a
deep golden-yellow which tends to be greenish when containing a high density
of substitutional nitrogen [26].
The substitutional N forms a deep donor (Ea = 1.7 eV) [12], making it
unsuitable for electronic applications. However the properties of type Ib stones
[26] may be used as standard tests when attempting to dope a pure diamond
substrate with nitrogen-ion implantation. Note in passing that some authors
[29] categorize type Ic as diamonds with high concentration of dislocations but
this labelling is not based on the presence of nitrogen.
Type II stones are subclassified in types IIa and IIb and are nitrogen-poor.
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Type IIa diamonds are the purest form of diamond [12]. They are also rare,
optically the most transparent of all diamonds [33] and exhibit the intrinsic
semiconducting properties of diamond with a wide bandgap of 5.47 eV.
Type IIb diamond has a relatively high boron (B) concentration compared
to nitrogen and the uncompensated boron makes it a p-type semiconductor [34].
In nature, these diamonds, which are very rarely found, have a maximum boron
concentration of 1017 cm−3 and on the other hand, the man-made equivalents,
by HPHT as well as CVD techniques, can contain as much as 1020cm−3 [33].
Because of the presence of boron, type IIb diamonds are coloured blue. In spite
of these definite classifications, Antonella [12] amongst others, warns that one
must bear in mind that many crystals are rather inhomogeneous and a mixture
of different types may be present in the same diamond sample.
Figure 2.6 summarizes the diamond classification.
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Ib diamonds: contain
Isolated substitutional nitrogen
Ia Diamonds:contain
Aggregated nitrogen.
IaA diamonds: contain
Nitrogen in A aggregate 
(neigbouring sub. Pairs,
Davies 1976)
IaB diamonds: contain nitrogen in B 
Aggregate form (4N around a vacancy,
Loubser and van Wyk, 1981)
Platelets (regular and irregular) No platelets
Type II diamonds: contain very low N concentration
IIa diamonds: N still major impurity,
electrically insulating.
IIb diamonds: B is the major impurity,
P-type semiconductor.
Type I diamonds: they contain Nitrogen
Figure 2.6: Classification scheme for diamond. (After ref [35]).
.
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2.2.5 High-pressure High-temperature (HPHT) Diamond
Synthesis
The existence of a large activation barrier between graphite and diamond phases
as seen in Figure 2.4 prevents interconversion between them, at room temper-
ature and atmospheric pressure. Hence, the only way to synthesize diamond
from graphite is to use a high pressure high temperature (HPHT) method, based
on the imitation of the natural circumstances under which natural diamond is
formed [33]. However, in the beginning, it was shown that the transformation
of graphite to diamond decreases with increasing pressure; making this process
slow and inefficient for useful applications [36, 37]. Fortunately, it was realized
that some form of catalyst/solvent was important to dissolving the graphite
and it was found that by using such a catalyst/solvent, diamond could already
be synthesized between 5 GPa and 10 GPa, in the temperature range 1300◦C
-2300◦C [15, 34]. The roˆle of the metal-solvents is to dissolve carbon exten-
sively and to transport the carbon to the growing diamond surface. Thus, the
catalysts help in the formation of a supersaturated carbon solution [38]. Then,
this catalyst solution is held at the temperature and pressure conditions under
which diamond grows, allowing a faster conversion under easier and cheaper
conditions [39].
The ‘top five’catalysts are shown in Table 2.2, cobalt being judged to be the
best of the catalysts for the formation of diamond [15].
Table 2.2: The ranking of various catalysts that are used in the growth of
diamond. (After ref [15]).
Rank Nucleation Growth Transition All
1 Cr Ir Fe Co
2 Fe Ni Co Ir
3 Tc Co Ir Mn
4 Co Os Os Ni
5 Mn Rh Ni Cr
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This table represents the catalytic power of the catalysts for the graphite→
diamond transition under higher pressure. The nucleation is the ability of the
metal to pucker graphite and begin the process of forming diamond, the growth
index is the power of the molten metal to grow diamond while the transition
index is a measure of how efficiently a metal can aid in the transformation from
graphite to diamond [15]. Also, the final quantity is the all-merit index, which
normalizes the transitional index to the melting point of the metal.
The samples (large type Ib yellow diamonds) in this study have been grown
using iron/cobalt solvent/catalyst and following the temperature gradient growth
technique. This involves ‘indirect heating’ with the carbon source which is a
fine diamond powder, separated from the solvent and the seed crystal as seen
in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The diagram of the capsule for growing large diamonds. There is
usually a temperature difference of about 30◦C between the centre of the capsule
and the seed pad (After ref [40]).
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The growth temperature lies between the melting point of the solvent/catalyst/carbon
system and the diamond-graphite equilibrium temperature [41]. A temperature
gradient exists between the carbon source and the seed which drives carbon
from the higher temperature region (T2) to the cooler seeded region (T1) where
it precipitates homoepitaxially on the diamond seed [15, 41].
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2.2.6 Some applications of Diamond
Being the hardest material known, diamond (CVD) is applied as an abrasive
and as coating or cutting tool and as wear-resistant coating on other devices
[42]. The higher thermal conductivity of diamond means that it can be used
in heat sink components [22]. The negative electron affinity is well used in
diamond-based field emitters [43]. Having a high speed of sound (1.96x105
cm/s) and a high phase velocity, the use of Diamond Surface Acoustic Waves
(SAW) devices allows working at much high frequencies (2 GHz to 10GHz) than
the conventional SAW [44]. Diamond-based electronics could potentially offer
everything that silicon currently offers as well as excellent heat conduction, this
could potentially mean that CPUs in computers could become faster as one of
the major limiting factors in CPU speed is the heat transport problem [22]. The
high resistivity (>1015Ω .cm) of diamond at room temperature eliminates the
necessity of reverse polarized p-n junctions which are essential in semiconductor
detectors in order to avoid thermally generated dispersion currents, where such
currents and their fluctuations are in fact an undesirable source of noise and can
reduce the amplitude of the applied electric field [44]. Diamond is also applied
in harsh environments due to its chemical inertness [12].
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2.2.7 The doping of Diamond
The use of diamond as a semiconductor material for electronic and optoelec-
tronic applications requires controlled doping, with both acceptors and donors.
The p-type doping has been achieved where boron is an effective acceptor which
fits well into the diamond lattice [45]. The n-type doping of diamond has been
found to be more problematic [22] in the sense that, while substitutional boron
atoms form acceptor centres in diamond situated at 0.37 eV above the valence
band maximum [46], substitutional nitrogen atoms form donor centres in dia-
mond, but they are situated at 1.7 eV below the conduction band minimum
[47], too deep to provide an adequate supply of electrons within the conduc-
tion band, at room temperature [48]. Vavilov [49] found that both lithium and
sodium produce active n-type doping but with the donor behaviour vanishing
after annealing. Sulphur and phosphorus are not easily incorporated into the
diamond lattice and cause distortions [22]. Moreover, the only well established
donor state in diamond is due to interstitial phosphorus which contains a level
too deep (0.52 eV) for most practical applications [50, 51]. Although phos-
phorus donors lie shallower than the nitrogen donors, the conduction caused
by phosphorus donors at room temperature is still very poor [52]. One of the
reasons why n-type diamond is so difficult to achieve may be the deterioration
of electric conduction due to the incorporation of hydrogen in the doped films
and/or the presence of crystalline imperfections [12]. Thus, what is urgently
required, and sought for at present, is a donor with an activation energy of
the same order of magnitude as that for the boron acceptor, or preferably even
smaller [2].
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2.3 Energy-loss mechanisms
The following compilation about the energy-loss mechanisms has been done,
mainly, after Dresselhaus et al. [7].
An energetic ion penetrating into any solid loses its energy through scat-
tering events involving the coulomb interaction of the ion with the atoms and
electrons in the target. This energy loss determines the final penetration of the
projectile into the solid and the amount of disorder that is created in the lattice.
The slowing down process of an ion in a solid can thus be roughly divided into
two dominant mechanisms for energy loss by incident ions. These are electronic
energy loss, involving the interaction between the incident ions and electrons
of the host material, and nuclear energy loss, involving the interaction between
the incident ions and the atoms of the host material. The energy dE lost by an
ion traversing a distance dx is given by
dE
dx
= N
∫
Tdσ (2.3.1)
where dσ denotes the collision cross section, T is the energy lost by the ion
in the course of a collision event and N is the density of scattering centres of
the host material. Rearranging equation 2.3.1 give the stopping cross section,
which is expressed as,
ε =
1
N
dE
dx
∫
Tdσ (2.3.2)
The total stopping power can thus be written as
dE
dx
=
(dE
dx
)
e
+
(dE
dx
)
n
= N(εe + εn) (2.3.3)
where εe and εn are the electronic and nuclear stopping cross section, re-
spectively.
The cross section for the ion-nucleus interaction is given by the simple
Rutherford scattering cross section i.e.,
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dσ
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2
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)
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2
(2.3.4)
The ion-nucleus interaction does not only result in the colliding ions chang-
ing directions, but also the atoms of the host material may also be significantly
dislodged from their original positions, giving rise to lattice defects. The de-
viations in the projectile trajectory results in both lateral spread and a depth
distribution of the implanted species, while the displacement of the host atoms
gives rise to lattice damage.
Simple kinematic calculations show that the energies of the projectile before
and after scattering, E0 and E1 respectively are related by equation 2.3.5, which
is obtained from [53, 54].
E1 = κE0 (2.3.5)
where the kinetic factor is given by equation 2.3.6,
κ =
(M1 cos θ ± (M22 −M21 sin2 θ)1/2
M1 +M2
)2
(2.3.6)
and the scattering angle is given by
cos θ =
1−
(
1 + M2
M1
)(
T
2E0
)
√
1− T
E0
(2.3.7)
Here M1 and M2 are the masses of the projectile and target atoms, respectively,
θ is the scattering angle of the projectile in the laboratory frame of reference,
while T is the recoil energy transferred from the projectile to the target, which
is determined from the conservation of energy , i.e.,
T = E0 − E1 (2.3.8)
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In the ion-electron interaction θ∼0◦ and the maximum recoil energy is
Tmax =
4mE0
M1
(2.3.9)
in which m and M1 are the masses of the electron and the ion, respectively.
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The ion-electron interactions induce small losses in the energy of the incom-
ing ion as the electrons in the host atoms are excited to higher bound states or
to ionization states and do not produce significant deviations in the projectile
trajectory. From the energy loss, the ion range R can be calculated according
to equation 2.3.10,
R =
∫
dE
dE/dx
(2.3.10)
where the integration limits are from the initial ion energy to zero. From knowl-
edge of the energy transferred to the electrons and to the lattice, the energy
of the incoming ions can be calculated as a function of distance along their
trajectory E(x). Figure 2.8 gives the dependence of the nuclear and electronic
energy loss on the energy of the projectile, in the case of the implantation of
carbon ions into diamond.
Figure 2.8: Dependence of the nuclear and electronic energy loss (stopping
power) on the energy of the projectile, in the case of the implantation of carbon
ions into diamond (After ref [7]).
At low energies of the projectile ion, nuclear stopping is dominant due to
the 1/E2 dependence of the Rutherford cross section as shown in equation 2.3.4
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while electron stopping dominates at high energies, as shown in the character-
istic stopping power curves of Figure 2.8.
Three important energy parameters are indicated in Figure 2.8 for the im-
plantation of carbon into diamond. The energy where the nuclear stopping
power is a maximum is E2 and is < 5 keV, the energy where the electronic
stopping power is a maximum is E4 ≈ 2 MeV, and the energy where the elec-
tronic and the nuclear stopping powers are equal is E3 ≈ 15 keV. Note that
only in the energy regime in which nuclear stopping dominates are the host
atoms severely dislodged. Thus, nuclear stopping is responsible for most dam-
age which accompanies ion implantation [55]. Electronic stopping will usually
not create extensive damage to the host crystal, except in those cases for which
electronic excitation and bond breaking are possible, so that some structural
rearrangement may take place.
The slowing down processes of an ion in an amorphous solid is a statistical
process. Thus the locations at which the implants finally come to rest are
also of statistical nature, and should be expressed using statistical variables.
Considering the projected range distribution, the Gaussian approximation gives
the implant density N(x) as
N(x) =
Φ
σp
√
2pi
exp
[
−
(
x−Rp
)2
2σ2p
]
(2.3.11)
where x is measured along the direction of the beam, Φ is the fluence or
the ion dose, while σp is the standard deviation in the projected range Rp (also
referred to as the ion range straggling) as highlighted in Figure 2.9.
The projected mean range Rp defines the peak position measured from the target
surface or gives the mean penetration depth of the ion relative to the surface
while ∆Rp gives the half-width at half maximum of the implant distribution
[7, 56].
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Figure 2.9: Gaussian distribution of implanted ions (After ref [57]).
The implantation process will have as its target either a crystalline or an
amorphous target. In the latter case, the Gaussian distribution described will
be expected. The same applies in the case of the crystalline target, with an im-
portant exception: in a crystalline target, the orientation of the target crystal
becomes very important. When oriented in certain ways, there is a path for the
implanted ions to travel much deeper into the substrate than desired, an effect
called ‘channelling’. This condition is generally handled easily by orienting the
target crystal in a direction that will not lead to channelling [57].
This Gaussian approximation is useful for gaining a simple physical picture
of the implant profile. It should be noted that the profile given by equation
2.3.11 ignores diffusion which may take place during the implantation and higher
order effects, as well as channelling. Thus, more realistic information about the
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implant distribution in the target and the related damage inflicted is obtained
from computer simulation [7].
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2.4 Radiation Damage
The energy transferred from the projectile ion to the target atoms is usually
sufficient to break a chemical bond and to cause a displacement of the tar-
get (carbon) from its original lattice site [7]. For this to happen, the energy
transferred from the projectile ion to the target atom must be greater than
the displacement energy. The displacement energy (Ed) is defined to be the
minimum energy necessary to permanently remove an atom from its initial lat-
tice position [58]. It is also well known that a single incident ion may dislodge
multiple-host atoms which, in turn, might displace other atoms. Thus the slow-
ing down of a single implanted ion in the solid usually initiates a whole cascade
of atomic displacements; hence the term ‘damage cascade’ which is used to de-
scribe this process [7]. Note that, whilst these dynamic effects are transient, the
perturbed structures may re-order into characteristic arrangements of atoms to
include vacancies, interstitials and simple complexes such as Frenkel pairs (i.e
a pair formed by a vacancy and an interstitial) as well as dynamic crowdion
which describes an ion that has been inserted into a normal row of atoms and
produces a perturbation over several lattices sites [59] as shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Example of typical defects by ion implantation (After ref [7]).
The agglomeration of point defects forms defect complexes, generally called
extended defects which include among others dislocations loops and stacking
faults. Most of the radiation effects, for example radiation embrittlement and
void swelling, are deleterious to the performance of the material: hence the term
radiation damage [3]. Thus, radiation damage can be defined as disorder intro-
duced by ion implantation [59]. It should be noted that radiation damage does
not necessarily have adverse effects on the properties of materials [60]. Indeed,
it may frequently be avoided or removed by a suitable choice of temperature of a
solid during or after implantation [59]. Thus, radiation damage can be entirely
beneficial and can produce the property changes required and it is unfortunate
that the phrase ‘radiation damage’ is used, which implies an unwanted effect
[59].
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2.4.1 Point defects
Point defects in diamond are inherent to the equilibrium state and thus deter-
mined by temperature, pressure and composition of a given system [60]. Point
defects in diamond as shown in Figure 2.11 include primarily the substitutional
defect (a defect which replaces a host atom with a foreign impurity), interstitial
defect (either native or foreign and consists of an atom displaced from its normal
site), vacancy (an absent host atom) and defect complex (a defect consisting
of more than one atom [15], for example split-interstitial, crowdion amongst
others).
Figure 2.11: Different types of point defects in diamond (After ref [15]).
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Vacancies are important in that they control the rate of matrix (or sub-
stitutional) atom diffusion-i.e., atoms are able to move around in a crystalline
solid primarily because of the presence of vacancies [60]. An example of a much
known defect complex is the <100>-split-interstitial (‘dumbbell’) as shown in
figure 2.12 where two atoms share a single atomic site. According to both exper-
iment and theory, this defect is the most stable configuration obtained during
ion implantation [58, 61, 62].
Figure 2.12: Structure of the <110>-split interstitial, showing the two atoms
(in red) forming the interstitial pair, and their neighbours (in blue) (After ref
[63]).
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2.4.2 Line defects
Line imperfections or dislocations in crystalline solids are non-equilibrium de-
fects that produce lattice distortions centred about a line [60]. The direction
and magnitude of the lattice distortions is expressed in terms of a Burgers
vector b [64]. There are two basic types of dislocations in crystalline materials
namely the edge dislocation and the screw dislocation as depicted schematically
in figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Edge and Screw dislocation in a simple cubic lattice (After ref [65])
The panel on the left hand side shows an edge dislocation while the right side
one shows a screw dislocation. In these diagrams, l is the line direction, b is
the Burgers vector defined by the closure fault of the Burger circuit (in red).
An edge dislocation can be visualized by inserting a half-plane of lattice sites
into the crystal. Figure 2.13 shows that the dislocation line is the line where the
half-plane terminates [65]. In this case the Burgers vector is perpendicular to the
line direction. The screw dislocation on the other hand can be constructed by
shearing one part of the crystal with respect to the other part at a half-plane
only [65]. The dislocation line is also given by the line where the half-plane
terminates.
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A key feature of the screw dislocation is that the Burgers vector is parallel
to the line direction.
The sideways motion of a dislocation is known as slip, while the plane along
which it moves is the slip (or glide) plane, and the direction in which the dis-
location moves is called the slip direction, which happens to be the line of the
closest atomic packing [[59],[66]]. The combination of slip direction and slip
plane forms the entire slip system [67]. In diamond, {111} <110> is considered
as the slip system meaning that perfect dislocations lying on {111} planes pos-
sess <110> Burgers vector and the corresponding line directions [[68],[69],[70]
,[71]]. Thus, the four {111} planes are the slip planes, and as each plane contains
three <110> directions, there are altogether 12 slip systems [72].
The motion of dislocations is governed by two basics types i.e dislocation
glide and dislocation climb. Glide is defined as the motion of a dislocation along
a slip plane containing both the dislocation and its Burgers vector [72]. For a
dislocation with an edge component, this motion is restricted to the single plane
defined by the Burgers vector and the line direction. An edge dislocation is only
able to glide on this specified slip plane by breaking and forming new bonds
[[65],[72] as shown in figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Dislocation glide in a simple cubic lattice (After ref [65]).
For dislocations with a screw component, this motion is not restricted to
a single plane meaning that a screw dislocation can glide in any slip planes
that have a common slip direction. This gliding from one slip plane to another,
which is known as cross-slip, enables screw dislocations to bypass obstacles to
their motion [72].
An edge dislocation can only avoid obstacles by moving normal to the slip
planes, such as through the ‘climbing’ process. During this process, the disloca-
tion moves from one glide plane to another where the direction of motion points
exactly along the inserted half-plane. In this case, the half-plane either shrinks
following an upward climb as shown in figure 2.15, or it expands following an
downward climb [65].
During the climb process, absorption or creation of lattice sites occurs. In
a real crystal, this can be achieved through the release or trapping of either
interstitial atoms or lattice vacancies [65].
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Figure 2.15: Dislocation climb in a simple cubic lattice (After ref [65]).
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2.4.3 Planar defects
Planar defects or surface defects are the boundaries, or planes, that separate a
material into regions, each region having the same crystal structure but different
orientations [67]. Some of these defects include grain boundaries, twin interfaces
and stacking fault among others.
A grain boundary is a non-equilibrium defect that may be defined as the in-
terface between crystals that differ in crystallographic orientation, composition
or dimensions of the crystal lattice (in some cases in two or all of these) [72].
In a grain boundary, the atoms are so close at some locations that they cause a
region of compression, and in other areas they are so far apart that they cause a
region of tension [67]. A low or small angle grain boundary consists of an array
of dislocations between adjoining crystals grains as suggested by Burgers [66],
and illustrated in figure 2.16. It is produced by an array of dislocations, caus-
ing an angular mismatch θ between the lattices on either side of the boundary.
Here, D=b/θ , where D is the spacing and b is the Burgers vector.
Figure 2.16: Small angle grain boundary (After ref [67]).
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It is noteworthy to mention that small angle boundaries formed by edge dis-
locations are called tilt boundaries whereas those caused by screw dislocations
are called twist boundaries [67].
A crystal is twinned when one portion of the lattice is a mirror image of the
neighbouring portion, the mirror image being the twinning plane [72] as shown
in figure 2.17.
Figure 2.17: The arrangement of the atoms on either side of a twin interface
(After ref [72]).
A stacking fault is defined as a plane within the crystal structure where
atomic planes are suddenly displaced by a fraction of the interatomic spacing
[73].
Twin boundaries and stacking faults interfere with the slip process but the
high-energy grain boundaries are much more effective in blocking dislocations
than either stacking faults or twin boundaries [67].
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2.4.4 Other defects
According to Townsend et al [59], if a high vacancy concentration is produced
in a solid there is a tendency to form large empty volumes, or voids while if
there is a gas contained within these volumes, then they are referred to as
bubbles. They also say that blistering occurs if bubbles diffuse to the surface
allowing the internal gas pressure to cause them to burst and some fragments
of the surface are removed. They conclude by stressing that such problems
may not seem relevant to normal implantation work except in the simulation
of reactor damage, however, blistering does occur under certain circumstances
even if small quantities of implanted material are involved.
Chapter 3
Experimental Techniques
3.1 Layout of the Chapter
This chapter outlines the experimental techniques used in this study. The first
section discusses the ion implanter used in creating the desired damage. It
presents also the ion mill and the transmission electron microscope and asso-
ciated analytical techniques used to thin the samples down to electron trans-
parency and to characterize the samples respectively while the second section
discusses the specimen preparation techniques.
3.2 Equipment used
3.2.1 The Ion Implanter
This study involved mainly the study of damage (defects) caused by ion irra-
diation on diamond. For this reason, an ion implanter model 200-20AF [74]
was used. This implanter was specifically designed as a production tool for the
manufacturing of ion implanted, semiconductor devices at high doping levels
but has been modified to be able to be used for research implantations. It em-
ploys electrostatic beam scanning of individual wafers, this ensuring uniform
irradiation. Figure 3.1 highlights different parts of the Ion Implanter.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of the model 200-20AF Ion Implanter. (After
ref [74]).
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Its operational principles are as follows:
A beam of ions which is generated by the hot cathode arc discharge ion
source is extracted from the source by the electrostatic field set up between the
source exit aperture and the extraction electrode. These ions are then accel-
erated to an energy of 25keV and admitted to a 90◦ double-focusing analyzing
magnet provided for beam resolution, focusing and analysis, in the high voltage
terminal.
The magnet current is adjusted so that only ions with the atomic weight
of the particular species desired will follow a path through the magnet and be
focused at the image point of the analyzer. All the other ions in the beam
will follow paths depending on their mass and energy and will be collected on
the analyzer chamber walls or on either side of the resolving aperture which is
located in the image plane. The resolving aperture has a diameter such that
only the ion beam of the species desired will pass through.
The ion beam further passes through a variable slit, located immediately
before the resolving plane. The intensity of the beam is controlled by opening
and closing the slit.
On emerging from the analyzing aperture, the ion beam enters the acceler-
ation tube designed to optimize beam focusing and minimize X-rays generated
by electron backstreaming, whose upstream end is at high voltage terminal po-
tential, and whose downstream end is at ground. The field in the acceleration
tube provides the main acceleration of the ion beam, which emerges with an
energy of between 25-200 keV. The tube has very little focusing action, so the
beam diverges as it passes through the accelerating region until it reaches the
lens located at the entrance of the scanner box. The lens is an electrostatic
quadrupole triplet which is used to focus the beam to a small symmetrical spot
in the target chamber.
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After passing through the lens, the beam, now convergent, enters the de-
flection region where electrostatic deflection plates first deflect the beam in the
vertical (Y) plane and then in the horizontal (X) plane. These deflection plates
are used to scan the beam across the surface of the wafer in a non-repeating
raster pattern so as to cover the wafer uniformity.
Finally, the focus beam current is measured directly in a deep Faraday cup
before the implant. In addition, four small holes of 0.24 cm2 each, located near
the extremities of the scanned beam, allow the beam to be sampled during the
implant by four Faraday cups mounted immediately in front of the wafer. In
addition, the current registered by each of the four Faraday cups may be used
to check the scan uniformity during the implant.
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3.2.2 The Ion Mill
The ion mill used is the Model 691 Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System
(PIPS). It is an excellent tool designed for producing a high quality TEM spec-
imen. The basic principle of ion milling involves bombarding a specimen slice
with energetic ions or neutral atoms accelerated and formed into a tightly fo-
cused ion beam[75]. Material is then sputtered from the specimen down to
electron transparency within the area of interest.
In order to appreciate the polishing process, a schematic illustrating the
PIPS work chamber is shown in Figure 3.2. It consists mainly of two minia-
ture Penning ions guns (PIGs), Specimen Airlock, Viewing Microscope and a
specimen post. The roˆle of the two miniature Penning ions guns is to deliver
powerful and stable ion beams. The Specimen Airlock makes it easy to load and
unload specimens from the PIPS for periodic inspections under a high optical
microscope during the final moments of the thinning process. The microscope
used in this case is powerful enough to resolve interference fringes and can also
be used to monitor the thinning of the specimen directly [76].
Finally, the single side specimen post was originally designed to facilitate
low angle milling in the model 600 Duo Mill and whose purpose was to [76]:
(1) minimize contamination materials sputtered from the specimen holder.
(2) reduce beam heating by providing an excellent heat sink right next to the
thinnest area of the specimen and
(3) facilitate specimen handling.
Ion milling is a slow process in hard materials. In order to apply it to the
diamond specimens, it was first necessary to reduce their thickness to about
40µm by mechanical thinning techniques, as described in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.2: A schematic illustration of the PIPS work chamber showing the
Penning Ion gun, the specimen exchange mechanism, the Faraday cup, the
airlock and the specimen post. (After ref [76]).
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3.2.3 The Transmission electron Microscope
When accelerating electrons up to high energy levels (few hundreds of keV) onto
a thin specimen as used in TEM, they can scatter or backscatter elastically or
inelastically, or produce many interactions, sources of different signals such as
X-rays, Auger-electrons, light among others [65, 77] as shown in Figure 3.3.
Signals above the specimen i.e. X-rays, Auger-electrons, light, backscattered
electrons are used when examining a thick specimen with the aid of a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) while signals below the specimen i.e. incoherent
elastic scattered electrons, incoherent inelastic scattered electrons are utilized
in thin specimens via the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM).
Figure 3.3: Interaction between electrons and material. (After ref [77]).
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The description of the conventional Transmission Electron Microscope [78]
is as follows:
A modern transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is composed of an illu-
mination system, a specimen stage, an objective lens system, the magnification
system, the data recording system(s), and the chemical analysis system as shown
in figure 3.4.
The electron gun is the main component of the illumination system, which
typically uses a LaB6 thermionic emission source or a field emission source.
The LaB6 gun gives a high illumination current, but the current density and
the beam coherence are not as high as those of a field emission source. The field
emission source is unique for performing high coherence lattice imaging, electron
holography, and high spatial resolution microanalysis. The illumination system
also includes the condenser lenses that are vitally important for forming a fine
electron probe.
The specimen stage is key to carrying out structure analysis, because it can
be used to perform in situ observations of phenomena induced by annealing,
electric field, or mechanical stress, giving the possibility of characterizing the
physical properties of individual nanostructures. The objective lens on the
other hand determines the limit of image resolution, and therefore key to the
TEM process. The magnification system consists of intermediate lenses and
it gives a magnification up to 1.5 million. The data recording system is often
digital and the use of a charge coupled device (CCD) allows for quantitative
data processing.
Finally in the chemical analysis stage both energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) are used in a
complementary way to quantify the chemical composition of the specimen.
Moreover, while EDS relies on the counting of X-rays emitted from the beam-
illuminated specimen region as a function of the photon energy, EELS analyzes
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the intensity distribution of the transmitted electrons as a function of their en-
ergy loss. The latter is extremely important because it not only provides the
chemical information on the specimen but also its electronic structure.
When the entrance surface of a thin foil specimen is illuminated by a paral-
lel or nearly parallel electron beam, the latter is diffracted by the lattice of the
crystal, forming Bragg beams which then propagate along different directions
[77].
In this case, it is important to note that elastic scattering [65] in a crystal occurs
with highest intensity whenever the Bragg condition for diffraction is met as
shown in figure 3.5.
nλ = dhkl sin θ, n = 1, 2, 3, ... (3.2.1)
where λ is the wavelength of the electron beam, dhkl the spacing of a set of
(hkl) crystallographic planes and θ gives the angle between the beam and a
set of planes. Also, in the vicinity of a structural defect such as a dislocation,
the lattice is strained and the lattice planes are bent locally resulting in local
changes of the Bragg condition and thus in a change in intensity of the diffracted
and transmitted beams [65].
The imaging mode can be done in two ways as seen in figure 3.4. These are
the bright and the dark field modes. The bright field mode BF entails masking
all diffracted beams by the objective aperture and hence only the transmitted
beam is used for imaging process. The dark field mode DF on the other hand
involves selecting one of the diffracted beams by tilting the incident beam so
that the diffracted beam is put on the objective lens axis [77]. as shown in
figure 3.4(b). The bright field images are useful in giving a first impression
of the microstructure while the dark field method which is lower in intensity
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results in a better contrast than the bright field microscopy [65].
Figure 3.4 shows the selected area aperture situated between the objective
aperture and the intermediate lens, and its roˆle is to select only one part of the
imaged specimen. This mode is called selected area diffraction or SAD.
In this mode, the spherical aberrations of the objective lens limit the area of the
selected object to few hundred nanometers. Moreover, one can obtain diffraction
patterns of a smaller object by focusing the electron beam with the projector
lenses to obtain an even small spot size on the object surface of between about
2-10 nm. The spots of SAD become discs whose radii depend on the condenser
diaphragm and this is called micro diffraction as shown in figure 3.6.
Images obtained using TEM are usually dominated by three types of con-
trasts. The first is the diffraction contrast, which is produced due to the per-
turbation of local strain/defects/dislocations on the intensities of the Bragg
reflected beams [79]. This contrast is also called amplitude or strain contrast
and it is the most common mechanism used in radiation-damage studies [3]. The
second is the phase contrast, which is produced by the phase modulation of the
incident electron wave when it transmits through the crystal potential. This
contrast is especially sensitive to the atom distribution in the specimen. The
last one is the mass thickness or atomic number contrast and is most frequently
performed in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM).
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of a transmission electron microscope. (After
ref [78]) The panel on the left hand side shows a simplified representation of the
TEM setup, while the right hand side one shows the two basic imaging modes.
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Figure 3.5: Bragg diffraction in the TEM sample (After ref [65]). g denotes the
corresponding diffraction vector.
Figure 3.6: Microdiffraction mode. (After ref [77]).
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Special TEM techniques include Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM) [77], High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)
and Electron Energy-Loss Spectrometry (EELS) [80] among others.
The basic principle of image formation in the STEM is fundamentally dif-
ferent from that of static beam TEM. In this case, a small spot size is formed
on the sample surface with the condenser lenses. This probe is then scanned
on the sample surface with scan coils, and in parallel, the signal is detected
by an electron detector, amplified and displayed on a cathode-ray tube (CRT)
synchronously with the scan coils.
The detector is often a small disc on the column axis, which detects only
the transmitted beam (BF STEM) or a diffracted beam (DF STEM). It can
also be an annular detector (a plate with a hole) which detects all the diffracted
beams except the transmitted ones (ADF STEM). The resolution of the image
in STEM is only limited by the spot size (quality of the condenser lenses) since
the objective lens is not used in this case. However, STEM images do have
generally poorer resolution, which is nonetheless compensated for by better
contrast than TEM images. The STEM mode [81] is quite useful in cases where
high resolution images are required as well as in microanalysis, and micro-
diffraction at the atomic level.
While conventional TEM uses only the transmitted beams or some of the
forward scattered beams to create a diffraction contrast image, High Resolu-
tion Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) uses the transmitted and the
scattered beams too, so as to create an interference image [77]. In HRTEM, two
or more Bragg reflections are used for imaging. This makes it possible to ana-
lyze very thin samples, since they can be treated as weak-phase objects where
the image intensity can be correlated to the projected electrostatic potential of
crystals, leading to atomic structural information [82].
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Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) involves measuring the energy
distribution of electrons that have passed through a thin specimen in a TEM,
usually by adding a magnetic spectrometer beneath the viewing chamber as
shown in figure 3.7. If the electron probe is scanned over the specimen and a
narrow slit (followed by a single-channel electron detector) used in the spectrum
plane, an energy-filtered signal is obtained.
Figure 3.7: Schematic of a spectrometer system for recording energy-loss spectra
and energy filtered images. Electron paths are arrowed. (After ref [80]).
Alternatively, the focusing properties of a magnetic spectrometer can be
exploited to form an energy-filtered (EFTEM) image from a stationary and
broadly-focused incident beam. Figure 3.8 shows a simplified energy-loss spec-
trum.
For very thin specimens, the most prominent feature is the zero- loss peak
where the area Io represents purely elastic scattering. The plasmon peak, due to
inelastic scattering by outer-shell (valence) electrons in the specimen, is centred
around a plasmon energy Ep, generally in the range between 10-30 eV. Plural
scattering of the transmitted electrons gives rise to additional peaks, at multi-
ples of Ep .
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Figure 3.8: A simplified energy-loss spectrum. (After ref [80]) (a) Low-loss
spectrum and (b) The core-loss region (recorded with higher detector sensitiv-
ity) showing several basic shapes of ionization edge, each superimposed on a
spectral background (dashed curves).
At higher energy loss, ionization edges occur due to inelastic excitation of
inner-shell (core) electrons. These are superimposed on a falling background
representing the tail of lower-loss inelastic processes, which usually approxi-
mates to a power law: AE−r where A and r are constants within a limited
range of energy loss E. The threshold energy of each edge is the binding energy
of the corresponding atomic shell and is tabulated for all elements and electron
shells (K, L, M, etc.), allowing elements present in the specimen to be identified.
The energy-loss spectrum also contains fine structure, in the form of intensity
oscillations or local peaks. The energy-loss near-edge structure (ELNES), in
the form of pronounced peaks just above the ionization-edge threshold, can be
related to chemical bonding or electronic band structure (density of states).
Extended energy-loss fine structure (EXELF), which is a weaker intensity
modulation starting at 50 eV or more from the ionization edge, can be analyzed
to give the distance of nearest-neighbour atoms.
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3.3 The specimen preparation
X-TEM specimens must be slices cut perpendicular to the surface below which
the damage is being studied. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the diamond slices
must be reduced to about 40µm before final thinning by ion milling can be
attempted. This can only be achieved by careful mechanical polishing, a process
which may raise the diamond sample temperature into the annealing region.
This would compromise the rapid annealing to a known temperature, which
is part of the desired procedure. It is necessary therefore to polish the slices
down first, then implant them into the thin edge, then anneal according to the
desired regime. Fortunately the implant depth (about 0.25µm) is very much
less than the specimen thickness of ∼ 40µm, which still appears to be a large-
area specimen from the ion implantation point of view. This is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 3.9
Figure 3.9: Enlarged schematic view of the diamond implant situation, to scale.
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3.3.1 Mechanical Polishing
A high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) synthetic diamond sample was used
in this study which had half octahedron shape, with a single substitutional
nitrogen concentration of about 84 ppm. Its weight was 0.95 carats (ct) and
it was selected carefully by Mik Rebak (Diamond Polisher) so that it was free
of strains and inclusions. It was of (110) crystallographic orientation and was
polished less than 2◦ off the principal planes.
The aforementioned synthetic diamond stone was initially laser-cut into four
smaller diamonds with thicknesses of about 460µm, 420µm , 650µm and 670µm,
each trapezium-shaped with dimensions 5× 2.5× 3mm, using a Nd-YAG laser.
It should be noted that, to initiate cutting, the diamond’s surface needed to
be blackened in order to ensure coupling with the laser beam [26]. One should
bear in mind also that it is essential to remove the extra graphitic layer induced
through the laser-cutting process. Some of our samples were sawn using a
conventional diamond saw along the <100> direction, but the sawing process
was lengthier than the laser-cutting and required specialized skills.
The laser-cut samples were held into position for polishing through brazing,
since their small thicknesses made it hard to use any other technique. Ther-
mal expansion mismatch was avoided by mounting them on a large diamond,
designated as ‘base diamond’ using three-components brazing alloy around the
sample. The ‘base diamond’ together with the sample was heated in a vacuum
furnace to the braze melting temperature of about 860◦C. It is worth mention-
ing that the base was polished beforehand in order to have parallel faces and
high surface finishing, so as to ensure good contact. Also, great care was taken
by not allowing the brazing alloy underneath the sample to avoid specimen
thickness measurements inaccuracy. This was done by etching off any excess
dried brazing alloy that was surrounding the sample. These manipulations, and
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polishing, were carried out by Mr. Mik Rebak.
The diamonds were then polished by pressing the assembly of base and sam-
ple, initially mounted in a holder, against a scaife. The scaife was made of a
cast iron disc rotating at about 3000 rev min−1 and was used to jig and polish
the sample down to around 40µm, periodically adjusting the X-directional mi-
crometer to maintain the ‘O’ (X-Y direction) inclinometer setting [83, 84, 85].
In order to obtain extra-fine finish, the scaife was charged with diamond powder
of just 1/10thµm before use and from time to time during the polishing process.
Also, in order to obtain the desired thickness, the amount of the removed mate-
rial was monitored throughout the polishing process via a digital, five decimal
high gauge micrometer.
After the polishing, the samples were cleaned by boiling them for about 30
minutes in a three components acid, viz., one part HNO3, three parts HClO4 and
four parts H2SO4. The cleaned diamond was then rinsed in doubled-distilled
deionised water and then dried off.
Grillo SE et al [85] have shown that two distinct processes take place dur-
ing diamond polishing on the {100} plane. These are the ‘hard’ (<110>) and
‘easy’(<100>) directions. According to them, material detaches by a process
of nano-fracture in the <110> direction while a model of mechanically induced
transformation of diamond to sp2 hybridized carbon occurs on the diamond
surface during polishing in the <100> direction. Similarly, Jarvis et al. [86]
have proposed earlier, the mechanical process of nanogrooving as the princi-
pal mechanism for wear of the {110} surface of diamond during polishing in
the soft direction (<001>) while the same process is applied to the {110} sur-
face of diamond during polishing in the hard direction (<11¯0>) but with more
difficulties.
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3.3.2 Implanting
Sub-MeV ion implantations use incident ions in the range of ∼ 10-300 keV
to modify the property of carbon-based materials to a depth of ∼ 102-104 A˚,
making ion implantation, in this case, a near surface phenomenon [7].
In this study, singly charged carbons ions were implanted edge-on, according
to the CIRA (Cold-Implantation-Rapid-Annealing) routine.
A special holder, as shown in Figure 3.10 was fabricated making it easier to
mount the thin diamond sample edge-on to the incoming ion beam. The implan-
tations (in this case multi-implantations) were performed at the liquid-nitrogen
target temperature, followed by a rapid thermal annealing. It is believed that
by holding the diamond samples at liquid-nitrogen temperature (77K) during
implantation, the radiation damage is ‘frozen in’ ensuring that the interstitials
remain in close proximity to the vacancies [87]. After implantation of the dia-
mond sample, it was rapidly removed from a target holder and kept in a liquid
nitrogen Dewar, while awaiting the annealing.
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Figure 3.10: A photograph of thin diamond holder.
The multi-implantations consisted of spreading the implantation energies
and doses of carbons ions as shown in Table 3.1, in order to prepare a large
uniform ion-damaged depth [88].
Table 3.1: Implantations parameters. (After ref [10])
Implanted Ion Ion energy Low dose implantation High dose implantation
[keV] [ions/cm2] [ions/cm2]
Dose component Dose component
12C 150 1x1015 2.5x1015
12C 120 0.652x1015 1.652x1015
12C 80 0.548x1015 1.548x1015
12C 50 0.3x1015 1.3x1015
- - 2.5x1015 7.0x1015
The total doses for the 12C+ ions were 2.5x1015 (low dose implantation i.e be-
low the so-called critical amorphisation threshold which is ≈ 5.2x1015 ions/cm2)
and 7.0x1015 ions/cm2 (high dose implantation i.e above the critical amorphi-
sation threshold). In addition, the dose rate for the 12C+ was ≈ 1
3
µAcm−2.
It has been shown that below the critical amorphisation threshold, ther-
mal annealing can restore the as-implanted diamond sample to a form close to
its pristine state, whereas, above the critical amorphisation threshold, thermal
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annealing leads to the conversion of the damaged diamond layer to graphite
[89].
Note that the term ‘amorphisation’ describes the structural reorganisation
occuring within the damaged layer [10] while the critical amorphisation thresh-
old is defined as the dose at which thermal annealing cannot restore the damaged
layer but instead results in the transformation of the latter to graphite [90]. The
ion fluence (or ion dose) and the dose rate are respectively, the total number
of ions incident per unit area of the target material and the rate at which the
implantation occurs, often expressed in terms of the beam current density ib in
units of µA/cm2 [7].
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3.3.3 Annealing
The rapid thermal annealing (RTA) furnace used was an electrical horizontal
split tube furnace (STC) with maximum tube furnace operating temperature of
1500◦C as shown in Figure 3.11. It has silicon carbide heating elements which
are arranged symetrically around a separate ceramic worktube to ensure excel-
lent thermal uniformity [91].
Figure 3.11: Horizontal Split Tube Furnace (STF). (After ref [91]).
A long quartz tube similar to the one shown in Figure 3.12 was inserted
in the furnace and connected to a constant flow of high-purity so as to avoid
an oxidising atmosphere. This effectively prevents unwanted graphitization of
the as-implanted diamond sample during the annealing process. The required
annealing temperature was set, and allowed to settle. Once this was achieved,
the as-implanted diamond sample was swiftly removed from a liquid nitrogen
Dewar (container) and then transferred into the pre-heated furnace as quickly
as possible, and annealed for about half an hour, at 1600K under flowing high
purity argon.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the quartz worktube. Some argon flows
continuously out of the entry funnel, preventing the ingress of air.
The rapid transfer of the as-implanted diamond was made possible by blow-
ing it in using the stream of argon gas which was already flowing through the
quartz worktube. In addition, the quartz worktube was designed in such a way
that the as-implanted diamond sample would be captured easily in its central
bulk, i.e. precisely in the middle of the four silicon carbide heating elements.
The aim for applying the Rapid Thermal Annealing to the as-irradiated dia-
mond samples was to preventing substantial interstitial diffusion before reaching
the chosen temperature [26]. After annealing, the diamond samples were boiled
in a solution of sulphuric, nitric and perchloric acids followed by rinsing in
distilled water [92].
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3.3.4 Ion Milling
Ion milling is a widespread final specimen preparation technique which suits
cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) specimens and which
thins the latter down to electron transparency.
Before applying the ion milling technique, a pair of the thin diamond slices of
about 45µm (thickness) as shown in figure 3.13, had to be glued, an implanted
and annealed long-edge to an unimplanted long-edge, while concurrently mount-
ing them onto a copper support grid. Thus implanted and unimplanted samples
could be directly compared.
Figure 3.13: Photograph of a pair of thin slice diamond samples.
The glue used consisted of two-component Gatan epoxy which was mixed
according to the standard ratio i.e. 1 hardener to 10 resin.The glued sample as
shown schematically in figure 3.14 was then heated up in an oven at 100 0C for
about 15 minutes for hardening.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic diagram of principle of preparation and mounting of
diamond samples for ion beam damage studies by X-TEM.
The final specimen was laser cut out around the copper grid making sure
that it fits into a shallow 3mm diameter circular disc and then argon ion beam
milled to electron transparency as shown in figure 3.15. The final thinning of the
sample was done by ion milling in a Gatan PIPS Ion Mill using 5 keV argon ions
at an incident angle of 6 degrees with respect to the diamond sample surface.
It is known that for some materials, ion bombardment carried out usually by
5-10 keV energy Ar+ causes radiation damage of the specimen surface which
could change what one wants to look at.
But fortunately, it has been demonstrated that decreasing the ion beam energy
(down to 500eV) and the angle of incidence of the ion beam measured from
the surface (down to 10) and using a liquid-nitrogen cold stage decreases the
radiation damage [93].
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Figure 3.15: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the cross-sectional
ion milled diamond TEM sample. TEM investigation were carried out at the
edge of the hole at the diamond/diamond interface
Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Layout of the Chapter
This chapter presents results of the initial ion trajectory (TRIM) simulations
together with the experimental findings.
4.2 TRIM simulation of ion implantation
Computer simulations of the ion-implantation process were initially done using
the TRIM-92 (Transport and Range of Ions in Matter) [10] computer code to
simulate the damage distribution produced by the carbon ion multi-implantations,
whose parameters were previously given Table 3.1. The Monte Carlo computer
code TRIM, statistically follows the trajectories of many ions shot into the tar-
get material, by not only calculating the collision history of each ion with the
target atoms during the slowing down, but also by accumulating the vacancies
and interstitials thus created, yielding, among others, absolute values of the
amount and depth profiles of damage caused by ion-implantation to a given
dose [58].
Prins [26] observed previously that it is desirable if not essential, in any
radiation-damage experiment, to have an average of the defect concentration
which, according to Prawer et al. [89] is most applicable for low-temperature
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implantations as used in this study, where defect diffusion is minimized.
However, one should bear in mind that although TRIM and similar com-
puter simulations programs give excellent estimates of both the implant and
damage profiles, they don’t take into account dynamic annealing, recombina-
tion or annihilation that occur during interstitial and vacancy migration, or the
effect of the gradual accumulation of damage [7, 89, 94].
Figure 4.1 illustrates a typical vacancy distribution as a function of depth.
One can see that the average projected range predicted by the Monte Carlo
program is ∼ 2500A˚ while the highest level of damage lies at a depth of ∼600A˚.
A displacement energy per atom of 35 eV was used in this simulation. In
addition, the mean range of implanted carbon ions with mono-energies between
100 and 300 keV into a carbon host is on the order of 1000-3000 A˚ [7]. In fact,
to be more precise, Djerdj et al. [95] pointed out that while the implantation
energy controls the depth profile, the implantation dose and energy determine
the local concentration of the implants.
Figure 4.1: A TRIM-92 simulation of the damage (vacancy) distribution pro-
duced by the carbon ion multi-implantation. (After ref [10]).
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4.3 Bright field transmission electron microscopy
and diffraction
All the XTEM specimens were examined using conventional bright field and
diffraction imaging techniques in a 200kV Philips CM20 TEM. It is however
known that besides providing great information, the electron beam used in
TEM may introduce some unwanted radiation damage in the surface or bulk
structure of a specimen and thus altering its properties. Fortunately, the thin
diamond slices used in this study were imaged safely in the TEM at 200keV
accelerating voltage because according to J. Koike et al. [96], the displacement
threshold of carbon atoms by incident electrons along the <110> direction only
occur above 220keV accelerating voltage.
In bright field mode BF, amplitude contrasted images were obtained by
inserting an objective diaphragm in the back focal plane so as to select the
transmitted beam only [77]. In addition, for normal imaging, the sample is
tilted to a two strong beam condition comprising a directly transmitted beam
at the centre of the diffraction pattern plus one other beam for whose planes
are at Bragg (the other spots are weak). That is, there is good visibility. The
other grains not at this orientation (multiple reflections of similar or varying
intensities in the diffraction pattern) will appear considerably less bright or
dark.
4.3.1 TEM results of the low dose carbon implanted di-
amond sample
The TEM micrographs in Figure 4.2 do not show any radiation induced damage
in the form of dislocation loops or precipitates. Some threading dislocations
propagating from the surface into the ion-damaged diamond and indicated by
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D, are visible.
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Figure 4.2: Cross-sectional bright-field TEM micrographs and diffraction pat-
tern of the low dose ion-implanted diamond surface . The arrows in (a) and (b)
indicate the direction of ion implantation and the point of the arrow shows the
diamond/glue interface. The diffraction pattern in (c) indicates that (a) and
(b) were recorded with a <110> beam direction and 220 type reflection
.
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4.3.2 TEM results of the high dose carbon implanted
diamond sample
The TEM micrograph in Figure 4.3 of an unimplanted diamond surface (along-
side the arrow) do not show the presence of any dislocations. Indeed, the
unimplanted thin diamond was first heated in a vacuum furnace to the braze
melting temperature of about 1130K during its mechanical polishing and then
annealed to the temperature of 1600K which most likely may have removed all
the prominent defects encountered in HPHT-treated single crystal diamonds.
a
0.1 µm
b
Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional bright-field TEM micrographs and diffraction pat-
tern of an unimplanted diamond surface . The arrow in (a) indicates the di-
amond/glue interface. The diffraction pattern in (b) indicates that (a) was
recorded with a <110> beam direction and 220 type reflection
.
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The TEM micrographs in Figure 4.4 all show defect features close to the
implanted surface. Since these defects were not present in the unimplanted
diamond shown in Figure 4.3, they are most likely the result of ion implantation
damage. The dark and bright fringes parallel to the surface in micrographs (a)
to (d), are thickness fringes typical of a wedge shaped TEM specimen.
a
0.1µm
b
c d
e
Figure 4.4: Cross-sectional bright-field TEM micrographs and diffraction pat-
tern of the high dose implanted diamond surface . The arrows in (a) to (d)
indicate the direction of the ion implantation and the point of the arrow shows
the diamond/glue interface. The diffraction pattern in (e) were recorded with
a <110> beam direction and 111 type reflection. The magnification of the
microcraphs in (a) to (d) are indicated in (a).
.
Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions.
5.1 Discussions
At sub-critical implantation doses, it was established that the ion-damaged dia-
mond layer was made essentially of a modest density of threading dislocations,
which penetrate deeper (about two times deeper than predicted by TRIM-92)
than expected from the interface and running into the bulk of the damaged di-
amond as shown in Figure 4.2. These findings tally with those obtained by P.F.
Lai [4] where they irradiated type IIa diamond with sub-critical doses (1x1013
ions/cm2 and 1x1014 ions/cm2) of 320 keV Xe ions at room temperature. In-
deed, his transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations have revealed
dislocations as the predominant native defects in the ion-damaged diamond
layer. In addition, Steeds et al. [97] reported observing similar results, i.e., a
low density of long straight dislocations normal to the substrate in one of the
chemical vapour deposited (CVD) thick single-crystal nitrogen-doped diamond
epilayers (c.a. 0.5mm) grown on {001} type Ib substrate which was annealed
at high temperature of 1900◦C for one hour.
R.A. Spits et al. [98] had already found that annealing of sub-critical im-
plantation doses generates stable defects that lie deeper than 1000A˚ from the
surface in the <100> and <110> channelling directions. They had predicted
that those stable defects could be manifestations of dislocations resulting from
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the strain generated by the implantation damaged layer.
In addition, annealing of high implantation doses have been shown to intro-
duce deep lying damage into the ion-damaged diamond layer. The penetration
of which appears to be temperature dependent; the lower the implant temper-
ature the further the implant damage penetrates [99]. In some cases however,
the deep lying damage has been reported to be nearly an order of magnitude,
further than the ion range, suggesting that the 13C impinging ions have diffused
along and decorated dislocations generated to relieve stresses in the implant
zone [6].
A possible explanation of the ultra-deep damage observed in our sub-critical
implantation doses results may be due to unavoidable scatter-in (indirect) and
direct channelling effects as the beam was oriented perpendicular to the im-
planted edge along the most open direction [110]. Channelling indeed might
not be ruled out because a 7◦ tilt angle often employed in commercial/research
ion implantation equipment while implanting crystalline materials does not pre-
vent it completely [100].
At high implantation doses, the ion-damage consists of some unconventional
defect features close to the implanted surface, most likely identified as residual
defects on the ion-damaged diamond/virgin diamond interface after uninten-
tionally etching off the ‘graphitized’ implanted layer during the acid cleaning.
Note in passing that islands of intermediate structure that have been pos-
tulated to form for sub-critical doses in the ion-damaged diamond layer [101]
haven’t been observed in the present study.
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5.2 Conclusion
The understanding of radiation damage accompanying ion implantation in di-
amond is essential for the optimization of p-type and n-type doping as it has
been found to be responsible for trapping in doped diamond.
In this work, high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) synthetic type Ib di-
amonds irradiated by carbon ions according to CIRA (cold-implantation-rapid-
annealing routine) were investigated using cross sectional transmission electron
microscopy namely bright field transmission electron microscopy (BFTEM) cou-
pled with selected area diffraction (SAD).
The analysis of the irradiated HPHT synthetic type Ib diamond at sub-
critical implantation doses followed by a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in
a flowing argon atmosphere revealed some line defects identified as threading
dislocations propagating deeper than expected, i.e., two times further than the
ion range predicted by TRIM-92, from the interface into the bulk of the damaged
layer. In contrast to the sub-critical implantation doses, it was found that at
very high implantation doses, i.e., above the critical dose, the damaged diamond
has got some unconventional defects near the surface which may compromise
severely doping applications.
In order to obtain more informative details, further studies may include ana-
lyzing the cross-section irradiated specimens using high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) coupled with electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS) so as to obtain not only high resolution images but also to be able to
correlate EELS spectra with defects viewed in HRTEM.
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